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True redemption is earned, not given . . .The past is something heâ€™d sooner forget . . .Aaron

McNally hates his past. Banished for betrayal, he trades his tartan for a Norwegian title and sword to

win back his honor. She has a warriorâ€™s heart . . .Itâ€™s difficult for Kara Dalgaard to act like a

lady, even when her father demands it. After the handsome Jarl Aaron McNally arrives at her home

recruiting for the kingâ€™s army, sheâ€™s forced to participate in a cruel deception to humiliate him.

She quickly regrets what sheâ€™s done. However, duty comes before happiness. Aaron wants a

second chance at lifeâ€”and Kara is everything heâ€™s dreamed of. But the past always has a way

of catching up. Will Kara trust or condemn him to a life of loneliness?
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#3 in the series, but can be read as a stand alone. Although, I'd suggest reading the others in this

series, as well. Fast paced, adventure filled with passion, danger, suspense, lots of romance, drama

and action. Highly recommended! Viking Romance fans are to sure love this fierce tale. Redemption

and love is finally at hand for Aaron. A must read! Enchanting, wildly and wickedly seductive, and an

awesome read! Another hit for Ms. Rand, who weaves an intricate and powerful tale of redemption,

love, passion and romance into a brilliantly written Viking tale. Simply delicious!! Perfect for fans of



Norse and Viking Romance with a touch of Scottish flare, legends and myths. Odin's blood this was

a breathtaking tale!*Personal buy*Rating: 5Heat rating: HotReviewed by: AprilR

** May contain spoilers **Violetta Rand brings back a character from an earlier Blind novel and

transforms this villain into an admirable hero. The first chapter succeeds in capturing my attention

and makes me believe that this man can, and will, be redeemed. It is a romance, but at it's

foundation it really is about Aaron's journey to redemption and his constant struggle to believe in his

self, as well as convince those he's hurt that he's truly repentant for his past.The writing in this book

is Ms. Rand's best, and Aaron is a well developed character. The heroine, Kara, has a believable

motivation and their romance unfolds slowly as the story develops. There are some plot twists,

including one in particular that made me yell inappropriately at my Kindle.For those unfamiliar with

the Blind series, this book stands on its own and does not require having to read the prior stories to

appreciate Aaron's journey. For those who've followed the series, you'll appreciate the author's

ability at having successfully and believably transformed Aaron from hated villain, to beloved hero.

Blind Redemption is an intriguing Viking tale about a Scottish warrior who trades his tartan for a

Norwegian title and sword. Although Aaron McNally was a dastardly man in Blind Mercy, he fully

redeems himself in this latest edition of the Blind Series.Sent to put an end to the conflicts ravaging

northern Norway (pagans versus Christians), Aaron happens upon the girl that will likely change his

life. Kara Dalgaard, the stubborn and immensely independent daughter of Erik the Baldâ€”gives our

errant Scotsman something to care about.But thereâ€™s danger at every

turnâ€”reunionsâ€”loveâ€”and lots of Viking history.If youâ€™re in the mood for a memorable Norse

story, Blind Redemption is the perfect read.

Well after three novels and much violence, death, treachery, and sex I've decided these books were

too depressing for me. I did not get that warm, fuzzy feeling of true love and romance. It was lost in

all the killings, kidnappings, and possessive sexual encounters. No "aahh" moments, no OMG he

truly loves her! moments, no sweet tender times between two young lovers. Only raw, crude at

times, "you are mine!" sexual encounters. Religion played a big part in these stories too. Conflict

between Odin's old ways and the new "White Christ". Sad people couldn't choose who they wished

to worship and still live together peacefully. Guess some things never change. These could have

been better in my opinion if the author had toned down the violence and cranked up the warmth and

sensuality of true love, family, and honor.



This is the first Viking book I've ever read and I must say, I'm impressed. Blind Redemption is

jam-packed with romance and passion. Thanks to Ms Rand, I learnt much about Viking beliefs and

the Viking way of life. I realise that I read this book out of sequence (this being book 3) but it didn't

matter, Blind Redemption can easily stand on its own.I loved the gutsy Kara, a woman well ahead of

her time. Aaron, the dashing and formidable Scotsman turned Norse warrior, is the perfect alpha

hero with a troubled past.One Rand novel will never be enough. My advice is to read all three.

Excellent read. Violetta Rand has captured my attention yet again with another romance novel. True

to form its well written and filled with delightful characters, as only she can bring to black and white.

You will have a hard time putting this book down. Aaron is a brut with a heart and Kara, well, lets

just say, you are not going to want to miss their character developments and transformations. I

haven't read a full trilogy in 3 years, before this series! I cannot wait for the next book! If you have

not read them, do, you will not be disappointed. :)

Political and emotional turmoil run rampant throughout this captivating novel. Randâ€™s writing is

subtly intense. She draws you back in time while painting this world before you in vivid Technicolor.

I love the way that Rand looks at Norse mythology and how she works it into the story. She

doesnâ€™t stop to explain things to her readers but rather shows them via the actions of the

characters. It all combines into an amazing trip back in time.I love that the male lead is far from

perfect and has a sordid past. At the same time, he knows it and is trying to get beyond it by

working on who he is. His hot headedness leads to some entertaining moments and makes him an

intriguing alpha-type lead. Combine this with a very opinionated, utterly uncouth warrior princess

and you have the perfect cast for this tale.This is definitely the best in the series so far. I fell in love

with the characters, the land, and the story. Iâ€™d recommend it to anyone who enjoys a historical

romance, whether or not youâ€™ve read the series. It can easily be read as a standalone, even if

the background from the previous novels does give some extra context.Please note that I received

a complimentary copy of this work in exchange for an honest review.
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